Q-CATCH HEAD GATE
PRODUCT CODE: QCHG
WEIGHT: 180 kg

DIMENSIONS: 1370mm Wide x 2345mm High x 305mm Long

The Q-Catch Head Gate is world-renowned as the most
user-friendly manual catch ever developed.The Head

Gate features a dual friction lock with infinite adjustments,
single-lever operation, and opens to a full 762mm top
to bottom. By offering superior animal control with the

advanced auto-adjusting head gate technology that
facilitates proper placement around the animal and the
unique, user-friendly design, the Q-Catch Head Gate has
redefined the possibilities of the manual catch head gate.

SPECIFICATIONS
• Patented locking mechanism
• Poly roller bushings give you years of hassle-free
operation

• Single lever push-pull operation never requires
adjustments

• Opens to a full 762mm top to bottom
• Auto-adjusting head gate technology
• Patented locking mechanism is backed by a lifetime
guarantee
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Celebrating 30 Years of Pushing Boundaries.
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